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A mathematical prognosis
of  Earth temperature anomaly: Compare Business-As-Usual with  Stop-
The-World NOW
From history we can understand the future.     
(c) Picopuls  Ovelius  2020 0329   ver  0.901 

The scatterplot shows the VOSTOK ice core measurements and the relation between ppm
CO2 
and temperature anomaly.  An accompanying calculator follows all the mathematics in this
paper 
and allows any polynomial of second degree to be the result of a Polynomial Regression,
degree=2.  
Following regression suggestion creates the function Tap(ppm). 
(=TemperatureAnomalyProgrammed)
 

f -11.574626951

g -0.055110778

h 0.000365956

 
Example: At 410 ppm CO2 the atmosphere is programmed for Tap(410) = +27.34708655
C
If all emissions are stopped  2020 at 410 ppm CO2 we can expect +27C after several
hundred 
years based of the suggested polynomial expression. The time constant is resolved as
well.  
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CO2 Business As Usual

The bold part of graph is real CO2 history. A regression
analysis suggests this formula
for Business As Usual.

a 52742.123186612

b -54.262572156

c 0.014038268

Example: How many ppm in year 2020 ?    
Answer Ppm(2020) ->  411 ppm

The following calculation is based on these two function
definitions
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We now define a new function Tapz (Temp Anomaly
Programmed related to year )
Tapz(year) := Tap(Ppm(year))

The solution is

Tapz(x) can be seen as a high voltage that charges a
capacitor through a large resistor.
The surface under Tapz(x) divided with the time constant
RC translates to real
earth temperature.  

As an example, after the year 2045  the graph is constant as the world is supposed to be
climate neutral.  If the earth is programmed for +42C in year 2045
and CO2 stays constant, the +42C level will also stay constant. Temperature increase between
2045 and 2050 will be  surface under graph divided with RC=850
42 * (2050-2045) / 850 = 0.247 C
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From electronics we know:

The real earth temperature anomaly   between 1960
and ymax is

Symbolic solution of the integral

RealTempAnomaly(x, a, b, c, f, g, h, y1, y2, RC)=

 (+
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With the function 

RealTempAnomaly(x, a, b, c, f, g, h, y1, y2, RC))
 
we can now create this graph and compare to NASA real measurements
The yellow area is our limited degree of freedom. We can stop the world 2020 or
we can continue with business as usual. Everything that involves wind, solar, 
electric cars etc... can not escape the yellow area. An accompanying calculator allows
all scenarios of how to interpret the Vostok measurements and all   scenarios of CO2
development and the calculator generates a forecast on how earth temperature anomaly
will develop.
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Appendix, one example of how to use the formula  to calculate RC (time delay between CO2 and earth real
temperature)
RealTempAnomaly( a, b, c, f, g, h, y1, y2, RC):=
(h*c 2̂*(y2 5̂-y1 5̂)/5  +  h*b*c*(y2 4̂-y1 4̂)/2 + ((g*c+h*(2*a*c+b 2̂))*(y2 3̂-y1 3̂))/3 + ((2*a*b*h+b*g)*(y2 2̂-
y1 2̂))/2 + h*a 2̂*(y2-y1) + g*a*(y2-y1) + f*(y2-y1)  )/RC
y1=year_start  y2=year_stop,      plot 4 graphs:

RealTempAnomaly([a,b,c,f,g,h,1960,x, 250]
RealTempAnomaly([a,b,c,f,g,h,1960,x, 500]
RealTempAnomaly([a,b,c,f,g,h,1960,x, 750]
RealTempAnomaly([a,b,c,f,g,h,1960,x,1000]
x = 1960 .. 2050

RC is the time constant or delay between a new CO2 level and the global earth mean
temperature.
We can test different RC values and discover that RC=850 years makes the best fit with 
NASA real measurements between 1960 and 2020. This paper illustrates the calculation principle. 
A regression analysis program like Graph Expert Professional can be used to adjust the constants
a,b,c,f,g,h further. This offers full freedom to interpret VOSTOK and the CO2 forecast.
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